
BOX - 2006

BOX is a multimedia boxing performance about pushing oneself through difficult moments. Two boxers are equipped  with gloves 
fitted with electronic pressure sensors. The sensors are attached to a modified wireless video game controller, and control videos 
stored on a computer running MAX/MSP/JITTER software. 

There are three rounds to this performance, and each round explores a different element of this  relationship to pushing through 
difficult moments. Round 1 is called Progress/Regress and each boxer's hits generate movement along a hand painted progress bar, 
similar to those used to measure internet downloads. Round 2 has the boxers hits generating video clips of the boxers doing pushups 
to exhaustion. Round 3 are clips of the boxers speaking their thoughts that are representative of the inner dialogue they might be 
having while they are fighting.

ascii fighter - 2004

Ascii fighter is a 30 minute performance art work in which two boxers fight through 5 rounds of boxing. Their gloves and protec-
tive equipment are fitted with sensors that send signals to a computer. The performance is staged much as a boxing match would be 
presented, in a ring, with a referee and timekeeper, who keeps the rounds timed to the standard three minutes.

There are three sections to the performance; Poetry fighter, Ascii fighter and Video Fighter. 

In poetry fighter, hits to the gloves, headgear and waist mounted sensors trigger sound samples. The samples are part of a sentence 
about the inability to express anger. Unless the boxers make a special effort to hit each other in the order of the words making up 
the sentence, it is unlikely that the audience will ever hear the sentence delivered as if it were spoken. 

In Ascii fighter, the gloves trigger series of zeroes and ones on one screen, while on the other video screen, we see the results of 
the zeroes and ones interpreted as ascii code, the binary computer language that most computers use to generate letters and sym-
bols. Parts of the sparring are free form, parts are designed to spell out a text. This means that for part of the match, the boxers have 
to hit each other in specific combinations, working together to create the text. 

In Video fighter, hits trigger various combinations of video loops, loops of the performers apologizing. A hit generates an apology, only 
to be repeated with the next hit.
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Souvenirs - 1993-2006

Art Photography - 2006

Paul Litherland

Souvenirs is a series of self portraits of the artist, and was presented initially in 1993 as a storytelling work. The artist sat accom-
panied  with a number of photos of himself in various guises. They are photos of him as he is, imagined being or had lived. Viewers 
were asked to choose  an image and the artist responded with a short story that would create  a poetic juxtaposition with with the 
photograph. In 2005, some of these works were reprinted large scale for exhibition. 

Art Photography is a series of photographs of paintings that I made. I’m interested in developing a visual metaphor for how the con-
scious coexists with the unconscious. The relationship of the imaginary space in the painting to the ‘real’ space of the background is 
part of this exploration. Both are constructions. In my day job, I try to make the photo stand in for the painting, to make the photo-
graphic qualities invisible. If the photograph were to do its job perfectly, the viewer would only see the artwork, and not the photo-
graph. In Art Photography, I am asking the viewer to see that the photograph of an artwork is only a photograph of an artwork.



Turning Point - 2002

Éole - 2002

Paul Litherland

Two skydivers signal to each other to turn in place in an endless freefall, the sound circling the room with 
them. 

Éole is a 4 minute video of a BASE jump made in September, 2002. It consists of a curtained off enclosure, with a small TV 
and headphones.  With this installation, I am trying to recreate some of the bodies internal environment that is not usually 
present in extreme sports documentation. I made the jump from the world's tallest vertical wind generator near Cap Chat, 
Quebec. I wore a modified stethoscope and a microphone to collect both internal body and external ambient sounds. BASE 
jumping is the act of making a jump from a fixed object such as a building or a cliff using a parachute.



Listener - 2001

Babble - 2001

Paul Litherland

LISTENER is a work about unclear communication. It is a series of ears made from tin and placed in trees. They refer to the 
expression to have a “tin ear”, which means that one is unable to distinguish notes, or to be an undiscriminating listener. I 
placed 5 pairs of ears in the trees in Changamphuza Park, Edappaly, Kerala, India, to be discovered only by the truly observant. 
The scale of the ears is slightly larger than real life. By equipping the trees with human ears that don’t hear very well, or at all, 
I am making a reference to our inability to pay attention to the natural world, and hopefully generate reflection on what it is 
to listen to nature and ultimately each other. I believe that the act of listening has more transformative potential than that of 
creating messages, and although that is perhaps not a reading people will take from this piece, it is part of what brought it there.

Babble is a performance created by Paul Litherland, and developed by Litherland and percussionist Alexander MacSween. They per-
form on electronic drum kits connected to computer equipment. As the performers play their drums, the hits are converted to 
MIDI signals and sent to the computers, which in turn transform the signals into elements of messages. A hit can produce a '0', a 
'1', a word, or control a video clip. One element of the performance uses the "ASCII Writer", a program that interprets the drum 
beats as the 0's and 1's of ASCII binary code. (ASCII is one of the languages used by the computer to interpret the input from the 
keyboard.) As the 8-bit sequences of digits are played in musical time, the performers generate letters and short texts that are 
projected on the screens behind them. Other performance elements use the drumbeats to control video sequences, allowing the 
performers to transform the video messages into musical and aesthetic arrangements.

Babble explores the codes of various languages, the technologies of communication, and how these technologies transform our 
messages and often fail us in our attempts to relate to each other. Babble builds a bridge between old technologies and new ones. It 
is a multimedia perfomance about speaking and trying to send messages. It is about the need to be heard and understood.        



Insecurity - 1998

Body Building - 1997

Paul Litherland

Security guards sleep, unprotected in the exhibition space. In the 
installation seen above, there is a projection of a  tree that con-
tinued to grow after being cut down.

Models of local buildings sculpted in butter placed on a large highly detailed photograph of an eye, and are 
allowed to melt over the course of the exhibition.

Hesitation -1996
Hesitation, was exhibited on "The Main" or boulevard St. Laurent, which is the 
east-west dividing street of Montreal. It is a series of photographic signs, in the 
format of the traffic sign, attached to the lamp posts along each side of the 
street. In this show, there were approximately 20 works, extending for 4 kilo-
meters on this main street in the city. The photographs depicted people, one of 
which being the artist, engaged in some form of awkward relationship. A patient 
expecting pain and a doctor who is preoccupied with the task; a white man and 
a black woman showing interest in each other, but feeling awkward at address-
ing their feelings; a group of young men threatening another man on the street. 



Sculptures 1994-1996
Paul Litherland

Clear Cut - Cut out plywood

Hairy Man - walnut, hair

All Natural - wood, photo, lacquer

Pineapple Pillow, velvet, light box, 
colour photograph

Beaver Nipple - Light box, beaver 
coat, colour photograph

All Natural - wood, photo, lacquer
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